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“One of the reasons why stories in the media are boring is
that journalists prefer to get their news from officials and
sources in authority even in issues happening in communities.
The stories have gaps, (and) missing information because
those affected (often women) have not have been accessed
as sources.”

~ Madube Pasi-Siyanya, GEMSA Zambia chairperson.

MEDIA PRACTICE

Press conference during the food riots in Maputo, 2 September 2010. Photo:  Mercedes Sayagues

ARMCHAIR JOURNALISM?

GENERAL MEDIA PRACTICE
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Media practice is a new addition to gender and media
monitoring studies. This line of inquiry seeks to
contextualise missing voices within the broader
context of media practice. For example, if the majority
of stories are based on secondary sources, or if there
is only one primary source, the chances of this being
a male view or voice is high. Contextualising diversity
within the broader framework of media practice
strengthens the argument that promoting multiple
sources within media content also strengthens media
practice.

This chapter examines media practice through
examples from across the region. Issues covered
include what topics are covered by the media; the
break-down of coverage with regard to genres; origin;
geographic scope; primary and secondary sources;
anonymity; single versus multiple sources.

Topic

Figure 2.1 shows that out of the 20 topic codes
monitored in the GMPS, politics (19%); sports (18%)
and economics (12%) dominate coverage in Southern
Africa.  These figures are fairly consistent across the
region, with some variations. For example at 33%
Mozambique had the highest proportion of political
coverage. At 7% Swaziland had the lowest proportion
of political coverage. South Africa had the highest
proportion of sports coverage (29%) and DRC the
lowest (8%).  At 17% Botswana topped the chart for
economic coverage, while Lesotho had the lowest at
7%. Housing, mining, sex and sexuality ranked as the
least covered topics. Coverage of gender equality and
gender violence are commented on in the following
chapters.

Genre

Figure 2.2 shows that at 78%, news and news briefs
accounted for more than three quarters of coverage.
Features and analysis made up a mere 8% of the total.
Opinion and commentary, cartoons, interviews and
human interest made up the rest.

Voices of authority sought in times of crisis. Photo: Mercedes Sayagues
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Figure 2.1: Topics covered by media - region
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Figure 2.2: Breakdown of stories by genre - region
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Geographic scope

As reflected in figure 2.4, across the region national
coverage accounted for 42% of the total, with
international (22%) accounting for more than local
coverage (18%).  In Tanzania, participants could not
understand why areas experiencing a myriad of
problems received the least coverage. Shukuru
Senkondo of Upendo FM blamed media houses for
not facilitating rural reporting. “The few times we
write stories on community issues is when NGOs or
sometimes government agencies take us there. There
is need for media houses to invest in this area,” she
said.

Participants lamented the high number of
international stories compared to local news. They
called for international news to be related to the local
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Figure 2.3 shows that 61% of stories in the region are
originated by media practitioners on the ground,
compared to 17% from news agencies; 4% from
journalists and agencies; 4% from guest writers and
14% unknown.

During the consultative workshop in Lesotho, one of
the monitors, Thabang Matjama, noted that some
media houses find themselves relying more on news
agencies and secondary sources due to financial
constraints. Mothiba Magara Mpota, an independent
communications consultant, said that journalists in
Lesotho make an effort to go out in the field and look
for stories, with stories from agencies only used to
support what journalists have gathered from the
communities. Across the region, it is heartening that
agencies are not the primary source of news.

Getting the story: Lesotho TV interviews Women in Law Southern Africa
Lesotho head Libakiso Mathlo. Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

During the consultative meeting on the GMPS in
Tanzania, Eva Somolon, a lecturer at the School of
Journalism and Mass Communication, University of
Dar es Salaam, commented: “Experience has shown
that features and analysis are likely to give a better
perspective to an issue and influence thinking of
policy makers compared to news and news briefs.”

In Botswana, participants noted that specialised
reporting and in-depth coverage need experienced
journalists, which the country lacks. Most journalists
are young, as the experienced have left the
newsrooms for better-paying and less-demanding
jobs. The juniorisation of newsrooms is a problem
facing many Southern African countries.

Origin

Figure 2.3: Origin of stories - region
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context. They cited the example of the floods in
Pakistan being given more coverage by local media
than other disasters happening in Africa.

Primary and secondary sources

A primary source is one in which a subject is
interviewed whereas a secondary source is a report.

Over-reliance on the latter is usually a symptom of
weak journalistic practice. Indeed, even if a secondary
source is used, this should be accompanied by
interviews. Except in the case of headline news in
radio and TV and very short news briefs in print, a
rule of thumb is that no news item should be based
solely on secondary sources.
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Regional

Figure 2.5: Primary and secondary sources - region
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Figure 2.5 shows that across the region almost one
third (31%) of stories during the monitoring period
were based on secondary sources. This is high, and is
a source of concern. There were, however, wide
variations across countries, from 92% primary sources
in Zimbabwe (the best) to only 25% in the case of
DRC. Madagascar (57%) and DRC (75%) were the only
two countries in the study in which stories based on
secondary sources exceeded those based on primary
sources.

Anonymity

Although there are instances in which journalists may
have to rely on unnamed sources in order to protect
them, this should be the exception. Stories based on
anonymous sources must be extensively verified. All
too often, anonymity is a cover-up for lazy journalism.
The proportion of stories based on anonymous versus
named sources is therefore another important
indicator of journalistic practice.

Regional

Figure 2.6: Anonymous versus named sources - region
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As shown in Figure 2.6, across the region stories based
on anonymous sources accounted for 18% of the
total. This is relatively high and raises concerns about
the quality of journalism generally. With only 3%

stories based on anonymous sources, Botswana
scored best. Anonymous sources accounted for more
than one quarter of all stories in Mauritius, Madagascar
and Malawi during the monitoring.
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Malawi (51%) had the highest proportion of
anonymous sources. During the consultative
workshops, Malawian journalists argued that the habit
of anonymous sources dates back to the Kamuzu
Banda dictatorship. But media analysts questioned
why this habit persists under the more democratic
dispensation in Malawi. They pointed out that this
“habit” is often a mask for poor journalism.

Single versus multiple source stories

Reliance on single sources is another weak media
practice that often has gender dimensions. It is
common in news reporting to only hear the views of
the person in authority, for example the minister.
Good journalism demands that all perspectives be
sought and fairly reflected: those who make policies
and those who are affected by policies. In our male-
dominated society, if only one source is consulted
there is a strong likelihood that this will be a man.
This not only results in male hegemony of the news;
it weakens journalistic practice. Community news is missing in the Namibian media. Photo: Trevor Davies

Regional

Figure 2.7: Single versus multiple source stories - region
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Figure 2.7 shows that during the monitoring period
a staggering two thirds of stories in the Southern
African media were based on single sources. This

proportion rose to as high as 82% in Swaziland. Only
Malawi and Botswana had roughly equal numbers of
single and multiple source stories.

The monitoring yielded many examples of single source stories based on male figures of authority.
For example, in its lead news item on 20 October 2010 Radio Lesotho reported on the Netherlands
Ambassador presenting credentials to King Letsie III. The report covered Letsie's speech, in which he
described the fraternal relationship between the two countries. It is a single-source report - the King's

comments are covered verbatim. There is no analysis or commentary on the official statement.  The King describes
the relationship between the two kingdoms as excellent and a source of pride.  This entire piece is dedicated
to ensuring that the King's voice prevails. There are no other perspectives or voices that compliment or differ.



to look for more views. She further highlighted that
as a community radio station, Base FM always ensures
that community voices are well represented in news.
Journalists are discouraged from relying on press
briefings for stories.

Function

A large proportion of those whose voices are heard
are “powerful people” because of their knowledge
(experts); because they have been appointed
spokespersons or they are the main subject of the
story. Again, these are categories in which men are
likely to predominate.
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In the DRC, Digital Radio carried a report on 27 October about doctors in Kinshasa cancelling their strike. The
only person quoted is a male doctor and spokesperson of the group.  A strike in a hospital can be catastrophic
to patients especially those who need urgent medical attention and urgent operations. Yet the journalist does
not interview the superintendent of the hospital, the patients or the nurses. The article does not probe what
measures are in place to protect the interests of the sick as well as prospects for the doctors.

During the consultative workshops, the issue of single
source stories raised considerable comment and
debate. In Zambia, Edward Musonda, a reporter with
Palisah News Agency (private) argued that “journalists
are too lazy to balance their sources. The responsibility
lies with editors who should reject unbalanced stories.
The problem with Zambian editors is that they are
not experienced. Some journalists have been in the
field for less than two years and then are promoted
to editors. Their stories are shallow. I agree with these
findings, they are a true reflection of the Zambian
media. We must also understand the Zambian media
environment. Mainstream media are operating with
an agenda and only look for sources to support their
agenda. All media houses in the country are biased
by source selection and story placement.”

George Chomba, news editor at Daily Mail maintained
that over the years that he has worked with journalism
students who work as interns in his newsroom and
he has observed that they study to pass examinations
and not to make a mark in the field: “They do not
know the job. They do not know the basics of
journalism which include balancing sources. As a
news editor, it becomes difficult to enforce those
basics in view of the close deadlines.”

In Namibia, newly appointed Republikein Editor Estelle
de Bruyn said that there is no excuse for not striving
for diversity news sourcing. She said there is a new
breed of journalists in Namibia who rely on secondary
sources as well as news agencies for stories. She noted
that some journalists do not even take down notes
at press briefings but instead ask for speeches from
speakers. Participants questioned why editors allow
sub-standard stories to be printed.

Base FM Station Manager Sandra Williams highlighted
that her station constantly urges journalists to give
balanced views on news. She said that if journalists
bring single source stories, they are usually sent back

Base FM reporter, Jehoiackim Kateve, seeks out community voices.
Photo: Colleen Lowe Morna

Figure 2.8: Function news sources - region
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are the rarity with personal experience (8%); eye
witness (5%) and popular opinion (6%) making up
just 19% of the total.

Figure 2.8 shows that 71% of all sources in the survey
consisted of either expert commentator (28%);
spokesperson (32%) or subject (21%).  Ordinary people

An article in the Post (Zambia, 12 November
2009) entitled “Constitutionalise right to food,
NGO urges African governments” illustrates how
issues of everyday concern are often told

exclusively from the perspective of  those in authority. The
article calls on African governments to include the right
to food in Constitutions demands made at a workshop
of peasant farmers to educate them about this right.
Ironically the story does not include the voices of small-
scale farmers, let alone of women. The article refers to
“vulnerable” groups, but these are not defined or
disaggregated by gender.

In Mauritius, an article entitled “Supply of Water: the CWA
(Central Water Authority) is careful” in the 25 October 2009
edition of  Week End gives details of what can happen during dry periods on the island. The main source is the
Chief Executive of the Central Water Authority (CWA). A weather expert notes that the “weather can cause severe
discomfort to vulnerable groups” but none are interviewed.

An article entitled “Impact de la crise, plus de 200
emplois perdus” which appeared in Express de
Madagascar on 26 October 2009 concerns 228 000
jobs lost as a result of the financial crisis in Madagascar.
The Director of the International Labour Organisation
in Madagascar provides the statistical information and
also comments that this number may increase to
300 000. None of the men or women who lost their
jobs are interviewed. It is a well known fact that in
Madagascar, there are more women than men who
work as cleaners in companies. Indeed, while the
picture shows women factory workers, their voices are
not heard. The article does not make any mention of
measures that could be taken or measures that are
being taken to address this situation.

 In South Africa, eTV reported on 5 November 2009 about the suspension of Athletics Association of South Africa
(ASA) Boss Leonard Chuene over the handling of Caster Semenya's “gender” tests. The focus of the story is on
the power struggles between ASA and South Africa's Olympic Board. The story gave little attention to the gender
and discrimination issues around the case. Only men sources spoke. Although Caster Semenya may not have
been talking to the media, the report failed to canvass the views of the family, gender activist groups and others
who empathised with her plight.  The impression created is that there are no women who can speak authoritatively
on the issue. The video clip shows file images of the ASA boss addressing a press conference as well as an
interview over his suspension. There is also a file image of Caster Semenya but in the clip she does not say
anything. The images reinforce the stereotype that men speak on behalf of women.



Conclusions

During the consultative workshops, participants
grappled with the causes of poor media practice. They
all concluded that while there are many constraints,
these is no excuse for not diversifying sources.

In Zimbabwe, participants noted that political
instability led to the high proportion of political stories.
The period leading to the formation of the unity
government was characterised by political violence
which may have intimidated women from speaking
to the media. The economic recession led to the media
focusing more on economic developments. Sports
reporting took centre stage because of the 2010 FIFA
Soccer World Cup coming to neighbouring South
Africa.

Participants also noted that the country has lost a
number of experienced journalists due to the harsh
economic and unstable political environment. Due
to the closure of media organisations there is no
competition to raise the standards of journalism in
the country. However, the establishment of the
Zimbabwe Media Commission has seen five more
newspapers being granted licences.

Reporters in Malawi similarly cited the difficult financial
situation as a constraint. Reporters at one time used
to use their own money to chase up a story, but now
it's the opposite. Some reporters wait to be given
money in order to report. The result is the erosion of
ethical standards. Gender stories also suffer.

In Lesotho, Keketso Lawrence, Public Eye Training
Manager said there is a need to uphold and
understand the basic principles of journalism, media
ethics and newsroom policy. He said basic principles
of journalism hinge on balance in news stories as
well as maintaining credibility. He said this principle
is what separates journalism from advocacy. As
such, editors should always strive to ensure that all
sides of a story are covered; including gender-related
stories.

Editors and journalists in Botswana concurred that
there is a need to “go back to the basics” of journalism.
A journalist from Mmegi noted that experts and
spokespersons dominate news content because they
“are easy to get [hold of ] and give credible

information”. He noted that lack of resources prohibit
the media from pursuing more in-depth coverage.
Participants pointed out that the media in Botswana
are driven by audiences who want the news “quick
and short”.

Nadia Berger, a radio and communication advisor
from the University of Botswana, highlighted the
“missing link” between newsrooms and training
institutions. She believes training institutions must
keep abreast of developments in the industry. Sending
students to newsrooms as interns is not enough,
Berger noted. A participant in Madagascar
commented that “journalism must become a
professional job as people learn on-the-job with
academic or professional training.”

In Zimbabwe, participants agreed that none of the
“environmental factors” are an excuse for the
Zimbabwean media failing to diversify news sources.
The keynote speaker at the consultative workshop,
also the Dean of Faculty of Communication and
Information at the National University of Science and
Technology (NUST), Lawton Hikwa, cited armchair
journalism more than the unfriendly media
environment as the reason for poor quality journalism.
He urged journalists to get off their laurels and start
reporting as required by their profession.
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Real journalism is hard work; Savana reporters in Mozambique.
 Photo: Mercedes Sayagues


